STARTING
A BUSINESS

Choosing
the Right BusinessEntity
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corporations.
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with a liability insuranceagentwho is familiar owners can avoid complexity.If not, can likely purposes. If it will probably be sold for much
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S corporations that fail to meet eligibility
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rules become C corporations. This is one of
of distribution of a defective product shares lia(ULLC") is ideal for many businesses. It proseveral reasons why the LLC is preferred over
bility for an injury causedby the defect. Also, all
vides protection from liability for the owners
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moord owners of contaminated real property
(if it is organized and operated properly) and
sharethe duty to remediate the property.
avoids the tax problems of corporations. But it
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If a liability insW'aDCepolicy covers a claim.
is subject to a California tax (up to $11,700) on
practices tax. businessand nonprofit ~w in
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